
In the fifteenth century, the production of books of hours was concentrated in the Îlede-
France and Burgundy. This specific item was exported more widely from these regions
than anywhere else in Europe. The Collections of the Prague National Library include a dozen
of French and Flemish books of hours from this epoch. We selected three of Parisian origin
for a particular analysis. Interestingly, the selections cover the entire second half of the
fifteenth century, which was the pre-eminently plentiful period of parisian illumination.
At the turn of the twentieth century, Paul Durrieu collected a large group of
manuscripts that he attributed to Jacques de Besançon, after a colophone in one parisian
missal (Bibliothque Mazarine, Ms. 461). Later, when Thuasne published Gauguin's letter to
Charles de Gaucourt speaking about „egregius pictor Franciscus", the artist was rebaptised on
Maître François. However, this illuminator was not considered to be the creator of this large
group for long. As soon as the 1930´s, Eleanor P. Spencer started to work on the manuscript
collection and illucidated the three successive workshops in Paris of the second half of the
15th century; first, Master of Jean Rolin II, then Maître François and, finally, the Chief
Associate of Maître François or Maître de Jacques de Besançon. Spencer´s conclusions were
criticaly revised by the later generations of researchers, such as Peter Rolf Monks for Master
of Jean Rolin II., Margaret Manion for Maître François and Nicole Reynaud for Master of
Jacques de Besançon.
Based on the first half of the 15th century's artistic trends, married with a strong
Parisian pictorial tradition, there grows to prominence a workshop of the Master of Jean Rolin
II. Though Sterling believes this illuminator to have come from Burgundy in 1455 upon an
invitation by the art-supporting cardinal Jean Rolin II, Spencer suggests his origins to be the
Rhine.


